In this paper, a new class of size-biased Gamma distribution is derived. A size-biased gamma distribution, a particular case of weighted gamma distribution, taking the weights as the variate values has been defined. A new distribution which contains as a special case is introduced. The characterizing properties of the model are derived. A Baye's estimator of Size-biased gamma distribution (SBGMD) has also been obtained by using different priors. Also, other important properties including Shannon entropy and Fisher's information matrix which are the measure of the uncertainty in this class of the distribution are derived and studied.
I. Introduction
The gamma distribution is used as a lifetime model Gupta and Groll [1] , though not, nearly as much as the Weibull distribution. It does fit a widely variety of lifetime adequately, besides failure process models that leads to it. It also arises in some situations involving the exponential distribution. Inference for gamma model has been considered by Engelhard and Bain [2] , Chao and Glaser [3] , Jamali et al [4] , Lawless [5] and Kalbfleisch and Prentic [6] have made significant contributions. The gamma distribution has a probability density function of the form: The distribution like the exponential distribution as a special case (  =1). The distribution with  =1 is called One parameter Gamma distribution and has probability density function:
Bayesian analysis is an important approach to statistics, which formally seeks use of prior information and Bayes Theorem provides the formal basis for using this information. In this approach, parameters are treated as random variables and data is treated fixed. Ghafoor et al [7] and Rahul et al [8] have discussed the application of Bayesian methods. The concept of Shannon entropy [9] is the central role of information theory, some-times referred as measure of uncertainty. The entropy of a random variable is defined in terms of its probability distribution and can be shown to be a good measure of randomness or uncertainty. Henceforth we assume that log is to the base 2 and entropy is expressed in bits.
The Fisher information is that a random variable "X" contains about the parameter θ is given by
is twice differentiable with respect to θ under certain regularity conditions, Fisher"s information is given by: 
II. Materials And Methods
Suppose X is a non-negative random variable with its natural probability density function ) ;
(  x f ,where the natural parameter is . Suppose a realization x of X under ) ;
(  x f enters the investigator"s record with probability proportional to ) ;
(  x w , so that the weight function ) ;
(  x w is a non-negative function with the parameter  representing the recording mechanism. Clearly, the recorded x is not an observation on X , but on the random variable w X , having a pdf
i,e the first moment of w(x) exists.
By taking weight w(x) = x we obtain length biased distribution. Where w is the normalizing factor obtained to make the total probability equal to unity by choosing
version of X , and its distribution is related to that of X and is called the weighted distribution with weight function w .For example, when
III. Size -Biased Gamma Distribution
A size-biased Gamma distribution (SBGMD) is obtained by applying the weights c x , where c =1 to the Gamma distribution. We have from relation (1) and (4)
represents a probability density function. This gives the size -biased gamma distribution (SBGMD) as 
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IV.
Properties of the Size-biased Gamma Distribution:
In this section, we derive some properties of Size-biased gamma distribution.
Moments of Size -biased gamma distribution.
The rth moment of Size-biased gamma distribution (5) about origin is obtained as
Using above relation (9), the mean and variance of the SBGMD is given as
Shannon's entropy of size-biased Gamma Distribution
For deriving be entropy of the size-biased Gamma distribution, we need the following two definitions that more details of them can be found in [10] . Definition 3.2.1: The entropy of the discrete alphabet random variable f defined on the probability space is defined by:
The oblivious generalizations of the definition of entropy for a probability density function f defined on the real line as:
Shannon"s entropy is defined as: 
The above relation (14) indicates the Shannon"s entropy of Size-Biased Gamma Distribution.
Fisher's information matrix of size-biased Gamma Distribution
is twice differentiable with respect to θ under certain regularity conditions, Fisher"s information is given by:
The gamma distribution has a probability density function of the form: 
Now, the Fisher"s information matrix of size-biased Gamma Distribution is given as:
The above relation (24) is the Fisher"s information matrix of Size-biased Gamma Distribution. 
V. Conclusion
Size-biased Gamma distribution has been studied. The structural properties including moments-mean variance, mode, median, coefficient of variation, skewness and kurtosis have been discussed and derived. A Baye"s estimator of Size-biased gamma distribution (SBGMD) has also been obtained by using uniform prior, non-informative and gamma prior distributions. Also, other important properties including Shannon entropy and Fisher"s information matrix which are the measure of the uncertainty in this class of the distribution are derived and studied.
